Police Blotter

Auto Theft Thwarted

A 1977 Pontiac was stolen from its owner, who had three men in the act of trying to
stepped out onto Vassar St. Auto Theft Thwarted

fingerprint analysis conducted at the scene. Officers investigating the crime are
believe that the miscreants were three valuable hand
over 51,000. Also discovered
were forcibly entered Monday afternoon, seven hours.

Break at 11:45

Four rooms inside Bldg. W11 were forcibly entered Monday night by an unknown thief, who
then removed camera and tape
recorders, equipment valued at well over $500. Also discovered missing were three valuable hand
watches. It is believed that the person responsible entered the building during the day and hid at
where time until the last person had left the building, and then broke into the four rooms.

Four investigators crime are being aided by the results of fingerprint analysis conducted at the scene.

Auto Theft Thwarted

A Bldg. 26 Bldg. member stepped inside Vassar St. Saturday afternoon to discover three men in the act of trying to
steal his 1977 Pontiac. They had
opened the car by smashing the left rear window and were trying to "pop" the ignition when the owner
appeared. When the "hooligans" spotted the owner's approach both he and the "grahman" jumped into a red
car driven by a third accomplice; the trio fled in the direction of Kendall Square.

Three crimes netted the
locked at the time of the larcenies.

Three undergraduates were vic-
in a Main Complex laboratory for
by a Roman's handbag which
in her back pocket. Another four

A Hewlett-Packard 25 calcula-
tor was reported stolen from the Memorial Drive/Powell Street area sometime Monday evening.

VW Stolen on Fowler St.

A 1973 Ford Mustang was reportedly stolen from the Memorial Drive/Powell Street area sometime Monday evening.

Come to Tech Hifi

Tech Hifi has 70 brands of stereo you can play, not just look at.

Some stereo stores have signs that say "Don't Touch The Merchandise"

But at Tech Hifi we encourage you to play any of the 70 brands of quality components we display.

You can take as long as you like in our soundrooms to compare all the systems and components you wish.

Which means, at Tech Hifi your ears will tell you what to buy. And our trained staff will help you decide. (Continued from page 1)
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life, vegetable songs, the coffee
staff (116 in the rec.); the Jan.
15 groto ritual, Father's Fore
and 19 Pancake on Thursday
nights, sneaking, running bridge
busts, SCS, cheers, birthday
flowers, eating in oral, endless
card games in the lobby, holding
up the tourist bus, dropping
piano off the roof, Christmas
Party Fights, Tech Sing, water
ights, river dances, student
breaks, door decorating....

Bruno — A unit of volume resulting from a piano falling six
stories onto Amherst Alley from the roof of Baker House — New-
York City.

NEW ENGLAND WOMENS SERVICE
A QUALITY, LICENSED MEDICAL FACILITY
ABORTION, BIRTH CONTROL, GYNECOLOGY,
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9-9, SAT. 9-5
738-1370
1031 BEACON STREET, BROOKLINE

Aalto's building shapes Baker life

Baker residents relax in the comfort of Baker's first floor lounge area.

TRAVEL ANYWHERE

tother countries or continents.

Make it all better.
Red Cross. The Good Neighbor. The way backed by the Red

TRAVEL

125 Mass., Ave. Cambridge Tel. 864-HIFI 24 Offices in New England

10% Discount on School & Office Supplies

UNIVERSITY STATIONERY CO.
311 Mass. Ave. Cambridge
3 Blocks from MIT
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